1. Approval of minutes from last meeting

2. Course Applications

   Revisions
   T INFO 451 (see February 2011 Revisions)

   New course applications
   T CRIM441
   T CRIM373
   T NURS 435
   T CSS 552

   Course Change Applications
   T URB 205
   T NURS 410 colisted with THLEAD 410
   TIAS 130 --> TIAS 330 and TIAS 530
   TNURS 450 course change and UNJoining with THLEAD 450

3. 1503 Change to Urban Studies Minor

4. 1503 Change to Urban Studies Major

5. 1503 Change to CSS BA name

6. Appointments for 2011/12

7. Other business

8. Adjourn